
 

 Open House/Workshop    
For those who want to offer 

IMTCA Mountain Trail 
in their own arena or Area 

Bolender Horse Park 
Invites all Farms/Trainers to 

Contact Lee Bolender 
360-269-6156, jleecowgirl@gmail.com 

To reserve your spot 
Workshop is FREE! 

Location: 
Bolender Horse Park 
131 CraterView Dr 

Silver Creek, WA. 98585 

Feb 12, 2018 

Noon 

Mountain Trail is a very exciting all inclusive discipline that strives to promote solid foundations 

in horsemanship while navigating challenging trail obstacles whether it be while in the saddle or in 

hand, all while providing a professional, fun filled, family oriented atmosphere. 

Sample Obstacles: 

4pm 
 to  
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What to expect at a Challenge  
A competitive event for Mountain Trail is known as a challenge. A challenge tests a horse and rider’s  

ability to navigate both natural and man-made obstacles in a safe manner and with technical skills that 

demonstrate great horsemanship. There will be up to three levels of difficulty that are designed to    

challenge but not intimidate riders. Attire and tack required for participating must be neat, clean and in 

good working order. 

The overall purpose of the Trail Challenge is to promote good horsemanship skills and provide an    

educational venue for equestrians. Trail Challenge tests an equine and rider on their ability to work as a 

team and navigate obstacles which they might experience on a trail.  

The horse and rider will encounter various obstacles during a Trail Challenge. Sometimes they will   

encounter difficult trail situations which will better prepare the equine and rider in the real world. 

Through education and experience, riding becomes more pleasurable, while safety and fun are           

encouraged.  

Judges: All challenges must be judged by IMTCA certificated judges. A judge must have the ability to 

evaluate horsemanship skills such a rider’s skill in controlling and  maintaining the equine. The judge 

should be also familiar with the natural movement of the equine.  

Refer to the IMTCA 2017 Official Handbook of Rules and Regulations  

https://www.imtca.org/imtca-handbook 

11. OBSTACLES NEEDED FOR A MOUNTAIN TRAIL CHALLENGE/CLINIC/EXPO 

Note: Choose at least 6 of the required obstacles, additional obstacle may be chosen from either the     

required or optional obstacles sections.       Go to IMTCA.org for more obstacles. 

Cross Bucks  Maze   Ladder    Scramble 

Teeter Totter  Logs   Octagon Box   Side Pass 

Balance Beam  Small Bridge  Four Sided Box  Trench 

Turn Around Box Back Through  Pinwheel    Cake Box  

Cross Logs  Water Box  Texas Two Step  Reverse Texas Two Step 

Rock Obstacle      

Required: 

Optional: 
Trestle Bridge   Large Pond    Stair Steps    “Steer head” roping  

Arch Bridge  High Balance Beam   Switch Back     Drag, hide or log 

4’ Jump Up  Suspension Bridge, 48”  Step off Rock      Trot poles, min 36” 

Small Puddle  Ground Tie or Hobble   Rolling Bridge 



 

Overview of how Mountain Trail is scored: 

9 points off if obstacle tried but not accomplished   ~   18 points off if obstacle missed or skipped 




